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No Missed Opportunities:
My Involvement in RHA
Chaylene Grover
Freshman ‘22
Business Management
President RHA
How have these experiences
connected you to Linfield in
more meaningful ways?
Throughout high school, I was
never involved in any clubs
or activities, and I told myself
upon entering college that
I'd try and take every
opportunity that I could to
get involved. And I’ve done
exactly that. The Residence
Hall Association (RHA) has
given me the opportunity
to connect with a friendly,
welcoming community. One
where I can get to know so
many different individuals
through the meetings that I
get to run, as well as the
events that we get to plan.
What are specific ways you've
developed personally as a
result of your experiences?
The opportunities I've taken
have helped me develop not
only as a professional, but also
as a person. I'm constantly
being
thrown
new
and
exciting challenges that help
me to further develop my
leadership,
adaptability,
and communication, skills.

How
have
your
chosen
experiences impacted you?
These
experiences
have
allowed
me
to
find
a
community that I love through
the relations that I get to
develop because of RHA.
They've allowed me to develop
skills that I can use to make me
a more successful professional
and student. Through RHA, I
have been introduced to
many meaningful connections
that have opened a new world
of opportunities, ones already
passed (Speaking at the Board
of Trustee's Breakfast) and ones
that I plan to go out for in the
future!

How have your experiences
helped you develop in each of
the Student Leader Core
Competencies?
Through RHA, I'm faced with
many challenges and a variety
of
interactions
daily.
As
President, I am ‘living in a fish
bowl,’ so it’s a part of my
role to reflect a positive
example for other students.
Interacting with individuals of
different
cultures
and
personalities has allowed me
to
become
a
better,
more understanding, leader
and
communicator.
These
experiences
have
allowed me to
continually
develop and better myself,
and for that I’m grateful.

